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Abstract12

The Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC) is expected to weaken in the13

21st century due to increased surface buoyancy. Such AMOC changes in ocean models14

are often accompanied by a subsurface reduction in density. Here we perform freshwa-15

ter perturbation experiments with both a 1◦ coupled model and an idealized zonally av-16

eraged ocean-only model to demonstrate that slow subsurface property changes (1) in-17

troduce a negative feedback that erodes the stratification and partially reinvigorates con-18

vection and the AMOC, and (2) ensure the meridional heat transport weakens less than19

the AMOC. In the coupled model with a 0.1 Sv net freshwater flux introduced around20

Greenland, an initial 22% AMOC reduction over 40 years is followed by a recovery of21

almost half the lost strength after 400 years. The final heat transport, however, is weak-22

ened by only 7%. Similar responses in the idealized model demonstrate that 2D ocean-23

only dynamics control the changes.24

1 Introduction25

Climate predictions using numerical and theoretical models of the ocean circula-26

tion almost universally agree that the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC)27

will weaken over the coming century under global warming. Projections of increased fu-28

ture rates of glacial runoff (IPCC, 2013), rainfall (Held and Soden, 2006), and surface29

heating (Cheng et al., 2017; Levitus et al., 2000) near high latitude regions of deep wa-30

ter formation imply the ocean there will become increasingly stratified, thereby inhibit-31

ing the convection that precedes overturning (Eden and Willebrand, 2001; Sevellec et al.,32

2017; Spall and Pickart, 2001; Thomas et al., 2015). The climatic consequences of a weak-33

ening AMOC on its transports of heat, freshwater and carbon (e.g. Rhines et al., 2008),34

which have played key roles in bringing about past climatic events (e.g. Menviel et al.,35

2014; Rahmstorf, 2002), have motivated the deployment of international observing ar-36

rays that provide continuous measurements of its strength in the Atlantic Ocean, includ-37

ing the RAPID array (Kanzow et al., 2007) and the recent Observing the Subpolar North38

Atlantic Program (OSNAP) array (Lozier et al., 2017). How we interpret the future im-39

pacts of any observed and predicted AMOC trends is therefore of great importance. How-40

ever, a commonly overlooked possibility is the potential for the AMOC to recover part41

or all of its strength following an initial climate-change induced weakening (Manabe and42

Stouffer, 1994). We revisit this possibility here, isolating a North Atlantic ocean feed-43
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back mechanism for a partial AMOC recovery and, crucially, an even stronger recovery44

in its heat transport.45

The question of whether the AMOC can recover following a climate change-induced46

collapse has been addressed in a number of previous ‘hosing’ experiments using climate47

models, in which a large amount of freshwater is artificially fluxed into the North At-48

lantic over a finite period of time (e.g. Brunnabend and Dijkstra, 2017; den Toom et al.,49

2014; Jackson and Vellinga, 2013; Liu et al., 2017; Mignot et al., 2007; Vellinga and Wood,50

2008; Wood et al., 2003; Zhang and Delworth, 2005). Here, however, we instead address51

how the AMOC will respond on multi-decadal timescales to a high latitude freshwater52

flux that is both modest enough to retain an active AMOC and sustained continuously53

in time. Common interpretations of observed and modeled AMOC weakening trends are54

that it will monotonically weaken towards either a collapsed state or a new weaker steady55

state. However, a number of studies using models (e.g. Barreiro et al., 2008; Fedorov et al.,56

2007; Liu et al., 2009; Marcott et al., 2011; Mignot et al., 2007; Sevellec and Fedorov,57

2015; Zhang et al., 2017) and paleo temperature reconstructions (Rasmussen and Thom-58

sen, 2004; Ruhlemann et al., 2004) have now demonstrated that a weakening of the AMOC59

is accompanied by a gradual warming of the subsurface ocean. This therefore raises the60

possibility that the initial stratification introduced by a surface freshwater influx could61

be slowly eroded by subsurface changes in density, so that convection and the AMOC62

could be re-invigorated. This would follow a two-timescale response to both the initial63

stratification and the mechanism of the downwards transfer of buoyancy.64

The possibility of an AMOC recovery under sustained but moderate climate change65

forcing was demonstrated by Manabe and Stouffer (1994) using a coupled ocean-atmosphere66

model with a 1% yr−1 CO2 increase maintained for 70 years before being held constant.67

After an initial AMOC weakening in the model, by over a factor of 2 over the first 15068

years, it then fully recovered by year 500. A similar AMOC recovery after an initial weak-69

ening was recently reported from an idealized configuration of an ocean-ice GCM with70

prescribed climate change surface forcing, though the recovery in this case started af-71

ter a few decades and full recovery took some thousands of years (Jansen et al., 2018).72

In another experiment in which the Central American seaway was artificially opened at73

Panama, the Atlantic freshening that occurred following exchange with the Pacific sim-74

ilarly induced an AMOC weakening and subsequent partial recovery starting after about75

150 years (Brierley and Fedorov, 2016).76
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Figure 1. The AMOC strength at 26◦N in all AMOCMIP ensemble members forced with the

RCP4.5 emissions scenario Bakker et al. (2016). A 40 yr running mean has been applied. The

dashed vertical line indicates the transition from historical forcing to RCP4.5 forcing. Units are

Sv (1 Sv=106 m3 s−1).

Further support for a possible future AMOC recovery under sustained and mod-77

est climate change forcing can now also be found from the Coupled Model Intercompar-78

ison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5, Cheng et al., 2013) and the more recent AMOC Model79

Intercomparison Project (AMOCMIP, Bakker et al., 2016). Fig. 1 shows the AMOCMIP80

timeseries at 26◦N for the historical and climate change scenarios of all long ensemble81

members forced with RCP4.5 forcing (Thomson et al., 2011) (see supplementary text).82

In each of these ensemble members the AMOC first weakens before beginning to recover83

after ∼100 years. This may demonstrate that such an AMOC recovery is a possibly ro-84

bust feature among climate models. It should be noted, however, that the model run times85

were too short to establish whether the recovery would persist.86

In this paper we demonstrate that the AMOC, when exposed to a sustained cli-87

mate change freshwater flux (FWF) at high northern latitudes, can partially recover if88

the forcing does not exceed a critical threshold that would cause an AMOC collapse. We89

identify and isolate the mechanisms of this partial recovery in controlled freshwater ex-90

periments with a fully coupled configuration of the Community Earth System Model (CESM,91

Danabasoglu et al., 2012). To then test the hypotheses that the recovery can be brought92
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about by an oceanic-only mechanism controlled by 2D dynamics in the North Atlantic,93

we also use a 2D zonally-averaged Atlantic ocean-only model (Sevellec and Fedorov, 2011).94

We then demonstrate further how the occurrence of subsurface warming of the ocean im-95

plies an even more pronounced recovery of the MHT (Sevellec and Fedorov, 2016).96

2 Numerical Models and Experiments97

We performed freshwater hosing experiments with a fully coupled model and an98

idealized ocean-only model, in which a modest freshwater flux that is sustained in time99

and does not collapse the AMOC is designed to mimic a future melting of Greenland.100

However, the experiments can also be considered applicable to paleo considerations of101

glacial melt (e.g. of the Laurentide ice sheet), or as idealized representations of changes102

to the hydrological cycle or surface warming.103

The coupled model we use is the Community Earth System Model (CESM, ver-104

sion 1, (Danabasoglu et al., 2012)), configured according to the gx1v6 global configura-105

tion with pre-industrial CO2 levels that employs ocean, atmosphere, sea ice and land mod-106

els. The POP2 ocean model has 60 staggered vertical levels, a zonal resolution of 1◦ and107

meridional resolution of 0.5◦ that decreases to 0.3◦ near the equator. The CAM5 atmo-108

sphere model has nominal 2◦ horizontal resolution. More information can be found at109

http://www.cesm.ucar.edu/models/scientifically-supported.html. The model110

pre-industrial control simulation has been spun-up from initial conditions for 900 years,111

at which point the simulation is extended for a further 250 years (presented as the model112

control run). Over this period the time-mean AMOC strength is ∼18 Sv at 26◦N (1 Sv=106113

m3 s−1), similar to the observations taken with the RAPID array (McCarthy et al., 2012).114

At year 900 (considered henceforth as year 0) two freshwater experiments were performed,115

in which a total FWF of magnitude of 0.1 Sv and 0.15 Sv was added uniformly into the116

surface layer of the grid cells immediately surrounding the lower half of Greenland (Fig.117

S1a). These fluxes were then maintained for 630 years. We conserve freshwater in the118

model by balancing the positive flux by an evenly distributed removal of freshwater from119

the rest of the global ocean surface, done so as to both better compare to the 2D model120

(described below) and also to allow the FWF to represent a change in the hydrological121

cycle (Held and Soden, 2006).122
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Figure 2. AMOC Eulerian streamfunctions for (a-c) CESM and (d-f) the 2D model. (a,d)

Time mean streamfunction in the control experiment, and its change in perturbation experiments

relative to the control (b,e) when the AMOC strength is minimum and (c,f) when the AMOC

reaches a quasi-equilibrium (years 400-420). The CESM and 2D-model experiments use 0.1 Sv

and 25 cm yr−1 of freshwater forcing, respectively. Units are Sv.

The imposed freshwater fluxes can be compared to an estimate that Greenland melt-123

water will reach ∼0.067 Sv by 2100 if rates of melting continue at the same observed ac-124

celeration (Swingedouw et al., 2013). However, while changes in freshwater forcing can-125

not be considered to induce the same response as a change in surface warming, our ex-126

periments are intended to provide an idealized representation of the combined effect of127

future forcing from meltwater, and changes in hydrological cycle and heat fluxes.128

We also use an idealized zonally averaged ocean-only model of the Atlantic and South-129

ern Oceans (Sevellec and Fedorov, 2011). The model has prognostic equations for tem-130

perature and salinity, which each include terms (with adjustable coefficients) for advec-131

tion, isopycnal and diapycnal diffusion, convection and surface forcing. Idealized forc-132

ing terms take the form of mixed surface boundary conditions: surface temperature restor-133

ing (Fig. S2a), and fixed surface salinity flux (Fig. S2b) and wind stress (Fig. S2c). Con-134

vection occurs as an instantaneous adjustment to an unstable water column. Density is135

calculated according to a linear equation of state, and the pressure field is hydrostatic.136

Meridional velocities are diagnosed according to the meridional pressure gradient scaled137
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by a linear friction coefficient, as well as Ekman transport and eddy-induced velocities138

(Gent and McWilliams, 1990). The model latitude range is 66◦S to 66◦N with a hori-139

zontal resolution of ∼4.5◦ and 15 staggered vertical levels. Coefficients for horizontal and140

vertical diffusivity are 103 and 10−4 m2 s−1 respectively, unless stated otherwise. As-141

suming the Atlantic basin width of 5100 km, transport fluxes can be calculated in units142

of Sv. (See Sevellec and Fedorov, 2011, for a full description of the model terms, param-143

eters and forcing profiles, as well as discussion of assumptions such as scaling the AMOC144

with meridional pressure gradients). Note that while surface temperature restoring pro-145

vides a negative feedback that helps maintain model stability, it may also constrain how146

the temperature can respond to freshwater forcing. The conclusions, however, are not147

sensitive to a doubling or halving of the default temperature restoring timescale of 1/66148

days−1.149

The 2D model serves a number of valuable purposes in this study: 1) it allows us150

to verify that the recovery mechanism is an ocean-only mechanism that is not related151

to atmospheric feedbacks, and confined to the North Atlantic; 2) it can be used to ver-152

ify that the AMOC and MHT responses to a high latitude FWF are driven by two di-153

mensional dynamics on a depth-latitude plane; 3) it allows us to more easily explore the154

sensitivity of the AMOC response to different model parameters and freshwater fluxes,155

which is not possible with the expensive CESM configuration; 4) the model is simple enough156

to explore the above points while retaining important dynamics such as convection.157

We employ the well tested 2D model control parameters reported by Sevellec and158

Fedorov (2011), in which the basin-wide maximum AMOC strength (see SI text) is re-159

alistic (Fig. 2c). Hosing experiments have then been performed for 5000 years, using a160

Gaussian latitude-profile FWF centred at 60◦N and spanning the subpolar gyre (Fig. S1b).161

Freshwater is conserved throughout the duration of the runs by balancing the positive162

influx at the surface of the rest of the model, a necessary step in order to produce re-163

alistic results. Experiments using peak freshwater fluxes of 25 cm yr−1 and 35 cm yr−1
164

(equivalent to ∼0.08 Sv and ∼0.11 Sv respectively when integrated over the anomaly pro-165

files) have been applied since their results resemble the coupled model freshwater exper-166

iments. Sensitivity experiments to FWF have then included a range of fluxes between167

10 cm yr−1 and 90 cm yr−1 (∼0.03 Sv and ∼0.28 Sv respectively). Further sensitivity168

tests to FWF were also conducted with different values of vertical diffusivity and South-169

ern Ocean wind stress, as reported later.170
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Figure 3. (a-c) CESM and (d-f) 2D model time series for several freshwater forcings: (a,d)

the maximum control and freshwater AMOC strengths, (b,e) the normalized AMOC and MHT

strengths of the 0.1 Sv FWF CESM and 25 cm yr−1 2D model experiments, calculated relative

to the time-mean control strengths (21.9 Sv and 0.63 PW for CESM respectively, and 19.9 Sv

and 0.62 PW for the 2D model respectively), and (c,f) the average mixed layer depth within the

convection regions. A 40-year smoothing was applied. The AMOC strength includes parameter-

ized eddy contributions. Mixed layers are calculated as the March-mean depth within convection

regions (CESM) and as the depth of maximum density stratification in the downwelling region

(2D model).

3 Results171

We first demonstrate how the AMOC responds in the model FWF experiments in172

both the fully coupled configuration of CESM and in the 2D model (see methods). We173

then discuss the ocean property changes and mechanisms that are responsible for the AMOC174

recovery and the stronger re-invigoration of the MHT (see SI text for calculations of the175

AMOC, MHT and mixed layer depth; Marshall et al., 1993; Schmidtko et al., 2013; Thomas176

and Fedorov, 2017).177

3.1 AMOC response to a moderate FWF178

Fig. 3a shows the AMOC timeseries of the control and the two FWF experiments179

at 46◦N in the CESM configuration, 40-yr smoothed to highlight the multidecadal changes.180

As expected from previous studies using similar magnitude freshwater fluxes (Barreiro181
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et al., 2008; Smith et al., 2014; Swingedouw et al., 2013), the model AMOC in the ex-182

periments initially weakens in response to the increase in high latitude stratification, de-183

creasing in the 0.1 Sv FWF run from ∼22 Sv to ∼17 Sv over the first ∼40 years at a rate184

of ∼0.12 Sv yr−1. For context, this rate is close to an observed estimate of 0.13 Sv yr−1
185

derived from satellite and cable data at 26◦N between 1993-2014, although this trend186

was found to not be significant and might reflect natural ocean variability (Frajka-Williams,187

2015).188

After 40 years the model AMOC starts to recover, which supports our hypothe-189

sis and, as discussed below, is consistent with a gradual subsurface erosion of the high190

latitude stratification that partly re-invigorates deep convection. Recovery continues for191

the next 350 years, strengthening by a total of ∼2.2 Sv until a new near-steady state is192

reached. To test the sensitivity of the AMOC recovery to the strength of the FWF, the193

experiment has been repeated using a FWF of 0.15 Sv. This flux induces the same pat-194

tern of weakening and recovery, reaching a ∼1 Sv weaker AMOC strength than in the195

0.1 Sv FWF experiment (Fig. 3a).196

To test sensitivity to the initial conditions, the 0.1 Sv FWF experiment was also197

repeated starting at an earlier period of the control simulation, and the results were closely198

reproduced (Fig. S3). This experiment was run for 950 years to verify that the AMOC199

reached a new near-equilibrium state. It is noteworthy that in numerical experiments200

using weakly-enhanced surface warming (Jansen et al., 2018) and CO2 forcing (Manabe201

and Stouffer, 1994) the simulated AMOC can make an eventual full recovery. Consis-202

tent with Jansen et al. (2018), we suggest that our North Atlantic mechanism controls203

an initial centennial timescale AMOC adjustment, while longer timescale changes are204

brought about by Southern Ocean adjustments that are excluded from our experimen-205

tal design.206

We now use the 2D model FWF experiments to test whether both the initial weak-207

ening and eventual recovery can be largely explained according to two dimensional ocean-208

only dynamics. The AMOC response in the simpler model is qualitatively very similar209

to that of the coupled model (Fig. 3a,d), with a timescale before recovery of about 35210

years and an eventual 1.5 Sv recovery from a minimum value of 15.5 Sv in the 25 cm yr−1
211

experiment. Despite a faster recovery timescale in the 2D model, the agreement is strik-212

ing given the large differences between the two models. Changes in the streamfunction213
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in both models, displayed for both the minimum value (years 35-55 average; Fig. 2b,e)214

and its near-equilibrium state (years 400-420 average; Fig. 2c,f), reveal reductions in AMOC215

strength that are similarly produced in both models. The high northern latitude-centered216

AMOC changes are consistent with a buoyancy-driven AMOC change (Eden and Wille-217

brand, 2001).218

To test that the AMOC response to increased FWF is a consistent response across219

parameter space in the 2D model, we have modified the magnitude of the FWF, the sur-220

face temperature restoring timescale, the horizontal diffusivity, vertical diffusivity (Fig.221

S4), and the wind stress over the Southern Ocean (Fig. S4). See Fig. S1c and Fig. S2c222

for the surface wind stress profiles, and Sevellec and Fedorov (2011) for its application223

in the model equations. We find that the occurrence of an AMOC recovery is robust across224

a broad range of parameters (that provide reasonable temperature, salinity and density225

fields and retain an active AMOC). However, the time when recovery begins (ranging226

from ∼30-300 years), the minimum AMOC strength before recovery (down to ∼8 Sv),227

the timescale to equilibrium, and the recovery magnitude do depend on the parameters,228

indicating that model dependency is a factor. Of these, the first two are most sensitive229

to the magnitude of the FWF; discussed below), and the latter two are most strongly230

affected by the magnitudes of the vertical diffusivity and Southern Ocean wind stress231

(Fig. S4): increased vertical diffusivity leads to a longer equilibrium timescale and a weaker232

recovery relative to the peak minimum, and vice versa for the wind stress (see section233

3.2 for a hypothesis to explain this result). Such model sensitivities may explain the dif-234

ferent responses to forcing changes exhibited between the AMOCMIP model members235

(Fig. 1 Bakker et al., 2016) and their differences to the faster recovery time in our CESM236

configuration (see Swingedouw et al., 2013, for an evaluation of model dependent responses237

to 0.1 Sv hosing).238

Fig. S4 shows the 2D model sensitivity to increasing values of freshwater in each239

of the 2D model parameter-sensitivity experiments. We focus on the experiment with240

default parameter settings shown in the middle subpanel (Fig. S4e). While the shape241

of the decline and recovery is similar across all forcing strengths at or below 70 cm yr−1,242

the timescale to the AMOC minimum increases with freshwater forcing. This is likely243

because larger subsurface changes must first develop to overcome a larger stratification.244

The AMOC state has a sudden bifurcation point, collapsing at ∼70.1 cm yr−1. At the245

freshwater forcing value of 70 cm yr−1 the AMOC takes ∼200 years before a recovery246
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Figure 4. The Atlantic-zonally averaged (a-c) 0.1 Sv CESM and (d-f) 25 cm yr−1 2D model

changes in (a,d) temperature (◦C), (b,e) salinity and (c,f) density (kg m−3), calculated at the

time of minimum AMOC strength (years 30-50 average) relative to the time-mean control values

(minimum minus control).

occurs. We note that this strong sensitivity to the freshwater forcing happens only in247

a narrow range of freshwater fluxes just before the bifurcation point. At a stronger forc-248

ing than 70.1 cm yr−1 the AMOC collapses increasingly rapidly. Similar behavior in re-249

sponse to stronger FWF forcing also occurs when employing different model parameter250

values for vertical diffusivity or Southern Ocean wind stress, though each has a differ-251

ent FWF value at the bifurcation (Fig. S4).252

3.2 Mechanisms of AMOC recovery and impact on MHT253

To elucidate the mechanisms of the AMOC recovery in the two models we show254

changes in the zonal-mean temperature, salinity and density fields at the time of min-255

imum AMOC (Fig. 4), as well as their evolution over the first 90 years following increased256

freshwater forcing (Fig. S5, Fig. S6). We then compare these to the model high latitude257

March-mean Mixed Layer Depth (MLD) changes in the deep-convection regions (see SI258

text), which has previously been shown to be a good indicator of convective mixing and259

deep water formation on decadal to multi-decadal timescales (e.g. Eden and Willebrand,260

2001; Spall and Pickart, 2001; Thomas et al., 2015). The initial freshening is confined261
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to the upper ocean at high latitude (Fig. S5, Fig. S6) and induces a rapid weakening in262

convection, as indicated by a shoaling of the high latitude MLD (Fig. 3c,f), and a weak-263

ening of the AMOC (Fig. 3a,d). Similar to previous findings (Barreiro et al., 2008; Fe-264

dorov et al., 2007; Liu et al., 2009; Marcott et al., 2011; Mignot et al., 2007; Sevellec and265

Fedorov, 2015), this is accompanied at first by high latitude surface cooling due to a weak-266

ened northwards MHT, and subsurface warming possibly due to weaker convection (Fig.267

S5, Fig. S6). Initially small in magnitude, subsurface temperature anomalies in both mod-268

els then grow and move southwards, being replaced over the first decade by a high lat-269

itude cooling signature at all depths (Fig. 4a,d, Fig. S5, Fig. S6). Along with downwards270

diffusion of the surface signature, the development of the high latitude cooling is largely271

a consequence of the still-active AMOC that advects and mixes the surface signal down-272

wards (Fig. S7). Subsurface freshening similarly takes place at high latitudes (Fig. 4b,e,273

Fig. S5, Fig. S6), countering the subsurface cooling and dominating density changes (Fig.274

4c,f). The subsurface subtropical gyre then continues to warm, either because of weaker275

northwards heat transport along the subsurface pathway out of the subtropics (Mignot276

et al., 2007), leading to heat convergence, or because of weakened subtropical upwelling277

under a weaker AMOC (Manabe and Stouffer, 1994). The result of the property changes278

in both models is the development of a subsurface tongue of low density water at all lat-279

itudes that is controlled by both freshening at high latitudes and warming at low lat-280

itudes. After ∼40 years into the simulations, changes in the high latitude vertical den-281

sity gradient bring about an AMOC recovery as the signature propagates southwards.282

This recovery mechanism, brought about by reduction in subsurface density, may283

help explain the AMOC response to increased Southern Ocean wind stress and increased284

diffusivity, which respectively enhance and suppress the recovery magnitude and timescales285

(as mentioned in the previous subsection; Fig. S4). While increases in both parameters286

act to strengthen the AMOC, which might be expected to enhance the recovery through287

more rapid development of the subsurface signature, a higher diffusivity may hinder its288

development by diffusing away the signal. Further work is needed however to test this289

hypothesis.290

Of greater importance for the climate is the response of the MHT to the freshwa-291

ter flux. Subtropical warming, while strongest in the subsurface, occurs within the north-292

wards branch of the AMOC in both models. Therefore, although the AMOC weakens293

following increased freshwater input, it becomes more efficient by transporting warmer294
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water (Sevellec and Fedorov, 2016). Accordingly, in the two models we find that the rel-295

ative weakening of the MHT is less pronounced than that of the AMOC volume trans-296

port, when calculated relative to their control mean strengths (Fig. 3b,d). This is the297

case at all latitudes where warming occurs, including northwards and southwards of the298

subtropics, and is therefore not related to the transport of heat by the gyre. This is fur-299

ther evidenced by the similar MHT response in the 2D model, in which there is only an300

AMOC change.301

4 Conclusions302

Using freshwater experiments applied to a fully coupled model and a zonally-averaged303

ocean model, in which freshwater was artificially fluxed into the surface of the high lat-304

itude North Atlantic, we have demonstrated that the AMOC, and particularly its asso-305

ciated heat transport, can partially recover under sustained high latitude climate change306

forcing. A similarity in the responses of the two models to freshwater forcing demonstrates307

that the recovery is an oceanic-only mechanism that emerges in a 2D framework. How-308

ever, it requires that the ocean retains an active AMOC, necessitating that greenhouse309

gas emissions do not exceed a threshold magnitude. In climate models (Bakker et al.,310

2016; Cheng et al., 2013) this critical threshold is exceeded in all projections with the311

RCP8.5 emissions.312

In our freshwater forcing experiments the onset of a recovery is due to a negative313

climate feedback that can initiate the recovery after some 40 years of initial weakening.314

The mechanism is brought about by gradual high latitude subsurface freshening, caused315

by the downwards advection and convection of freshwater by the still-active AMOC (Fig.316

4b,e). This erodes the initial stratification imposed by surface freshening, thus re-invigorating317

convection (Fig. 3c,f) and the AMOC (Fig. 3a,d). Subsequent subsurface subtropical318

warming (Fig. 4a,d) then ensures that the MHT weakens less than the AMOC volume319

transport (Fig. 3b,e). Although the magnitudes of the initial weakening, the subsequent320

recovery, and the timescale to recovery are all sensitive to the choices of the 2D model321

parameters, the occurrence of a recovery is a robust feature across parameter space (Fig.322

S4). The mechanism of recovery in our experiments, through the downwards transfer of323

high latitude surface freshwater, is different to our initial hypothesis that subsurface warm-324

ing re-invigorates convection. Further work is needed to assess whether future surface325

heating applied to the subolar North Atlantic would yield similar results following the326
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downwards transfer of warm surface temperatures, such as may be occurring in AMOCMIP327

(Bakker et al., 2016).328

In CESM, forced with a 0.1 Sv FWF that is artificially injected around southern329

Greenland, a minimum AMOC weakening that peaks at a 22% reduction eventually comes330

into an equilibrium state in which the MHT is weakened by only 7%. One possible im-331

plication of this recovery can be seen in the relative changes in sea surface temperature332

(SST) between the AMOC minimum and its final equilibrated state (Fig. S8). In the333

0.1 Sv FWF CESM experiment, large SST increases of up to 2◦C occur in the North At-334

lantic and Nordic Seas following the recovery, however it is not clear to what extent this335

is related to coupled atmosphere-ocean feedbacks (e.g. Zhang et al., 2010) and requires336

future research. Our results also challenge the commonly held perception of a one-to-337

one relationship between the AMOC and the MHT, which does not account for possi-338

ble relative changes in the vertical profiles of temperature and velocity. Finally, the model339

temperature and salinity changes that prime the AMOC recovery resemble those observed340

to have taken place in the Atlantic ocean with depth during the second half of the 20th341

century (Curry et al., 2003; Levitus et al., 2000). Future work will be required to assess342

if these changes are due to the mechanisms we describe here, and whether they could343

bring about a partial recovery during a potential AMOC decline (Caesar et al., 2018; Thor-344

nalley et al., 2018).345
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